Year 7 History
Knowledge Booklet
Term 2: The Norman Conquest
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Class:

Enquiry Question:
Why was the Norman Conquest so significant?

Big questions that will help you answer this enquiry question:
1. Who had the strongest army going into the Battle of Hastings the Normans led by William or
the Saxons led by Harold?
2. What happened at the Battle of Hastings 1066?
3. Why did t he Normans win the Battle of Hastings?

4. What problems did William of Normandy face on becoming King of England?
5. How did William control England Who was Earl Hereward the Wake?
6. How did the Normans control England through the Feudal System?
7. How did the Normans use the Domesday Survey (Book) to help maintain control of England?
8. How did the building of castles help the Normans keep control?
9. What was the best way to attack and defend a castle?
10.How did castles change overtime?
11.How did castles affect the life of ordinary people in England?
12.How did the Normans choose the best place to site a castle?
After the Battle of Stamford Bridge in September 1066, Harold Godwinson had won an heroic
battle against the Vikings but then heard the news that William and his Normans had landed on
the south coast of England in Pevensey a few miles away from the village of Battle. William and
his troops had no time to celebrate their victory. Their tired and depleted army marched 250 miles
to contest one of the most famous battles in English History– The Battle of Hastings.

Homework for week 1 and 2:
Draw a neat timeline showing the main events of William’s rule from 1066-1086. Use lots of
colour and try to annotate some information about each main features

Homework for week 3 and 4: History mystery

Instructions: Read the sources on p.4 and complete the following tasks:
1. Make a list of all of the different ways Harold may have died—what weapons were used?
When did he die? Do any of the sources agree with the cause of Harold’s death?
2. Can you trust the evidence? Is there anything to suggest that some of the sources are not
reliable or cannot be trusted?
3. Write a paragraph that answers the question ‘How did King Harold die?’ - explain your ideas

Homework for week 5 and 6:

1 .Of all the things the Normans did and introduced to England which do you think is (are) the
most memorable—Write two paragraphs to explain your choices.
Examples you might talk about– Winning the Battle of Hastings– His tactics/army
Introducing the building of castles/the Feudal System /Domesday Survey. William’s harsh
treatment of rebels-Harrying of the North etc. ..
2. Revision for the end of unit knowledge test

Homework for week 3 and 4: History mystery sources

Motte and Bailey Castles
The Normans had taken control of England by
force– they may have won the battle but not
the war! English people hated the Normans
and would have attacked them if they had
been given a chance. Castles were a way of
keeping the Normans and their followers safe.
The Norman lords built castles wherever they
settled.
The earliest castles were built very quicklysometimes in just a few days. At first the
Normans used earth and wood because these
materials were easily available and quick to
use. The early castles were known as Motte
and Bailey castles because they had two main
features. A large mound of earth (called the
Motte) was constructed and a wooden tower
was built o top. From this, the soldiers could see all the surrounding land in case of attack. It
also meant that English people saw the castle wherever they went-so that they were always
reminded of the strength of the Normans.
Beside the Motte was the Bailey which was a large court yard with a ditch and fence around
the outside. Soldiers lived here during the day only retreating to the Tower or Keep at night
or when being attacked. Animals and food were also stored in the Bailey.
It was important to build castle near major routes as it was easier for the Normans to stop
rebellions or enemy soldiers in their tracks. In a way, they kept control over all the
countryside within 20-30 miles of the castle. Castles were made harder to attack by building
them on a hill or next to a river.
Over 60 Motte and Bailey castles were built all over England. The main problems with them
was they could easily be set on fire and would rot in the wet ,damp weather conditions of
England.
Motte and Bailey castles were always going to be a temporary measure whilst the Normans
established themselves in England. Stone castles were Williams preferred choice but these
needed time and a lot of labour to build.

Stone Castles
The first stone castle built by the Normans in England was in 1070. These were much stronger
and harder to attack and destroy. Initially built as a stone keep or tower but as ways of attacking
a castle became more sophisticated a curtain wall was added around the keep supported by
square towers. These later changed to round towers and a whole range of defensive features
were added. The most sophisticated and expensive castle built was a Concentric castle with a
double layer of walls for added protection. The introduction of gunpowder in the fourteenth
century eventually made castles undefendable as they were unable to protect and defend the
soldiers in them. Many of these buildings were then converted from places of defence and
protection to buildings of comfort for the rich and powerful. This was done by removing defensive
features and inserting windows to give more light and an airier feel . Many of these still remain
today.

The Feudal System
After winning the Battle of Hastings and becoming king on Christmas Day 1066 William had to
decide how to divide up the English land and that he won in battle. He was very careful not to just
give land away. His supporters who helped him win were rewarded with land and wealth but in
return they had to perform duties. This system of duties and rewards was called the Feudal
System. It was a system that worked from the top down

The Domesday Survey
In 1086, William ruled throughout England. He was, however, concerned that his new kingdom
might be attacked from abroad and wanted to bring in more soldiers from France for protection
and this would cost a lot of money. He did not know how wealthy England was so in 1086 he sent
officials out into the English parishes to carry out an enormous survey. When they had finished
asking questions, a second group of officials were sent out to check that the villagers had been
telling the truth– and this is why it was called the Domesday Survey as it was the Day of
Judgement meaning if anyone failed to tell the truth they would be judged by God. It took a year
to complete and the results were collected and written up in two volumes( Books) Great
Domesday and Little Domesday. Once William knew how wealthy people were he could them
charge them the correct amount of tax

How did William deal with rebellion? Who was Hereward the Wake?
The English did not always accept their new Norman lords especially when taxes were raised. In
1067, there was a rebellion in Kent and in the next one a more serious one in Exeter. Both were
soon put down.
By far the most important rebellion took place in the north. With the help of a large Viking force
English rebels burnt William’s castle in York to the ground. Once he had defeated the rebels,
William decided to teach them a lesson by destroying villages and farms across a wide area and
slaughtered livestock. This was known as the ‘Harrying of the North’ and caused terrible famine
and many people died of starvation.
There was more resistance to William, centred around Ely in the Fens, east of England. The
rebels used their knowledge of the area to hide in dangerous marshes and create havoc with the
Normans. In 1071 the rebellion was eventually put down and their leader Earl Hereward the
Wake managed to escape. He was eventually killed but not before he himself killed fourteen
Norman soldiers.

Knowledge recall questions
1.

Who were the three possible
contenders to the throne after
Edward the Confessor died?

18. What were the first type of castles
built?

2.

Which contender came from France?

19. Name two advantages of this type of
castle

3.

Who fought in the Battle of Stamford
Bridge?

4.

Who won the Battle of Stamford
Bridge?

5.

What were the two types of soldiers
fighting for the English?

6.

What were the three types of soldiers
fighting for the French?

7.

How many miles did Harold’s men
have to march to meet William at
Hastings?

8.
9.

20. Name two disadvantages of this type of
castle
21. What was the Domesday book?

22. How many villages did the officials
visit?
23. Who was at the top of the feudal
system?
24. Who was at the bottom of the feudal
system?
25. What were peasants known as?

Why did this put them at a
disadvantage?

26. What was a portcullis?

What formation did the Anglo-Saxons
get to during the Battle of Hastings?

28. Name two types of jobs people could
do in castles

27. What were trebuchets?

10. Who provided the left-flank of the
Normans?

29. Give two advantages of castles for life
in England

11. What is the technical term for
soldiers running down a hill?

30. Give two disadvantages of castles for
life in England

12. When did the Battle of Hastings
start?
13. When did the Battle of Hastings
finish?
14. Who won the Battle of Hastings?

15. Name three of the problems facing
the new King of England in 1066
16. How did he deal with the problems
he faced?
17. How did the English feel about the
new King?
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